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Characteristics of successful changers
Read through this list and check the words that generally apply to you:


 £ Accepting  £ Committed  £ Flexible  £ Persevering  £ Stubborn


 £ Active  £ Competent  £ Focused  £ Persistent  £ Thankful


 £ Adaptable  £ Concerned  £ Forgiving  £ Positive  £ Thorough


 £ Affectionate  £ Considerate  £ Free  £ Prayerful  £ Tough


 £ Affirmative  £ Courageous  £ Happy  £ Quick  £ Trusting


 £ Alert  £ Creative  £ Healthy  £ Reasonable  £ Trustworthy


 £ Alive  £ Decisive  £ Hopeful  £ Receptive  £ Truthful


 £ Ambitious  £ Dedicated  £ Imaginative  £ Relaxed  £ Understanding


 £ Anchored  £ Determined  £ Ingenious  £ Reliable  £ Unique


 £ Assertive  £ Die-hard  £ Intelligent  £ Resourceful  £ Unstoppable


 £ Assured  £ Diligent  £ Knowledgeable  £ Responsible  £ Vigorous


 £ Attentive  £ Eager  £ Mature  £ Skillful  £ Whole


 £ Brave  £ Earnest  £ Open  £ Solid  £ Willing


 £ Bright  £ Effective  £ Optimistic  £ Spiritual  £ Winning


 £ Capable  £ Energetic  £ Orderly  £ Stable  £ Wise


 £ Careful  £ Experienced  £ Organized  £ Steady  £ Worthy


 £ Cheerful  £ Faithful  £ Patient  £ Straightforward  £ Zealous


 £ Clever  £ Fearless  £ Perceptive  £ Strong  £ Zestful


This activity is in the public domain and may be reproduced and adapted without further permission. 
Shelby Steen, W.R. Miller, W. R. (2004).
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List your top 5 characteristics and give an example of each:


1.     Example:  


2.     Example:  


3.     Example:  


4.     Example:  


5.     Example:  


Look over the list again. This time, focus on the characteristics you didn’t select. Choose 2 that would 
most likely help as you are adding to your stress management skill set:


1.   


2.   


How might you go about cultivating these characteristics?
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My personal values assessment
Read through this list of personal values and check your top 10.


My values that are important to me:


 £ Acceptance


 £ Accuracy


 £ Achievement


 £ Art


 £ Attractiveness


 £ Authority


 £ Autonomy


 £ Beauty


 £ Belonging


 £ Caring


 £ Challenge


 £ Comfort


 £ Commitment


 £ Compassion


 £ Complexity


 £ Compromise


 £ Contribution


 £ Cooperation


 £ Courage


 £ Courtesy


 £ Creativity


 £ Curiosity


 £ Dependability


 £ Diligence


 £ Duty


 £ Ecology


 £ Excitement


 £ Faithfulness


 £ Fame


 £ Family


 £ Fitness


 £ Flexibility


 £ Forgiveness


 £ Freedom


 £ Friendship


 £ Fun


 £ Generosity


 £ Genuineness


 £ Gratitude


 £ Growth


 £ Health


 £ Honesty


 £ Hope


 £ Humility


 £ Humor


 £ Imagination


 £ Independence


 £ Industry


 £ Inner peace


 £ Integrity


 £ Intelligence


 £ Intimacy


 £ Justice


 £ Knowledge


 £ Leadership


 £ Leisure


 £ Loved


 £ Mastery


 £ Mindfulness


 £ Moderation


 £ Music


 £ Nonconformity


 £ Novelty


 £ Nurturance


 £ Openness


 £ Order


 £ Passion


 £ Patriotism


 £ Popularity


 £ Power


 £ Practicality


 £ Protect


 £ Provide


 £ Purpose


 £ Rationality


 £ Realism


 £ Relationships


 £ Responsibility


 £ Risk


 £ Romance


 £ Safety


 £ Self-acceptance


 £ Self-control


 £ Self-esteem


 £ Self-knowledge


 £ Service


 £ Sexuality


 £ Simplicity


 £ Solitude


 £ Spirituality


 £ Stability


 £ Tolerance


 £ Tradition


 £ Virtue


 £ Wealth


 £ World peace
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Now, narrow down your top 10 values to your top 5 (in any order).


My most important values are:


1.


2.


3.


4.


5.


How have you lived and worked by these core values in the last week, month, or year?


Where are you struggling to live and work by your core values? How can you improve over the next 
week, month, or year?
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Stress Less and Thrive questionnaire
Please rate the following items.  
Circle the number that represents how much you agree with each statement.


Items Strongly disagree (1) to Strongly agree (5)


I have all the tools I need to work through 
challenges and stressors.


1 2 3 4 5


I am confident in my ability to manage stress. 1 2 3 4 5


It is easy for me to bring mind-body practices into 
my daily routine.


1 2 3 4 5


When needed, I can set aside my own current stress 
or reactions to be present at work or for my family.


1 2 3 4 5


I see the potential behind stressors or challenges 
that I deal with in my life.


1 2 3 4 5
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Strengths assessment


What was the most difficult challenge you had and experienced success? Why was it successful for you?


When you were faced with a difficult obstacle, what was the skill you used to overcome it?


What are the strengths that others would describe or appreciate about you?


What strength(s) would you use to describe yourself?


What skills do you enjoy using often, regardless of the types of task you must work on?


What skills do you have that you do not like using very much?


As you look back on the past 4 weeks of this program, which strength and/or skill will be most helpful to 
you in the future?
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Homework


Intentionally apply your strengths to each day this week.


1. Take a moment to think about one of your personal strengths — for instance, creativity, 
perseverance, kindness, modesty, or curiosity. Consider how you could use this strength today in 
a new  and different way. For example, if you choose the personal strength of perseverance, you 
might make a list of tasks that you have found challenging recently, then try to tackle each one of 
them. Or if you choose curiosity, you might attempt an activity that you’ve never tried before.


2. Describe in writing the personal strength you plan to use today and how you are going to use it. 
Then, go ahead and do it — act on your strength as frequently as possible throughout the day.


3. Repeat the steps above every day for a week. You may use the same personal strength on several 
days or try using a different one each day.


4. At the end of the week, write about the personal strengths that you focused on during the week 
and how you used them. Write in detail about what you did, how you felt, and what you learned 
from the experience.


Day of the week Strength to use How you are going to use it
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Stress Less and Thrive questionnaire
Please rate the following items.  
Circle the number that represents how much you agree with each statement.


Items Strongly disagree (1) to Strongly agree (5)


I have all the tools I need to work through 
challenges and stressors.


1 2 3 4 5


I am confident in my ability to manage stress. 1 2 3 4 5


It is easy for me to bring mind-body practices into 
my daily routine.


1 2 3 4 5


When needed, I can set aside my own current stress 
or reactions to be present at work or for my family.
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that I deal with in my life.
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Wellness wheel
Each spoke on the wheel represents an area in your life that requires attention.


Rank your level of satisfaction for each one. The closer you are to 10, the more fulfilled you feel.
After you mark a number in each area, connect the dots and see what shape it takes.
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Personal journal
This is the optional homework for session 3 of “Stress Less and Thrive.”


Reflect daily on how the events of your day connect to your identified values.


Day Value Day’s events


Sunday


Monday


Tuesday


Wednesday


Thursday


Friday


Saturday
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Stress Log Date 


Type Stress level 
Stressor (family, job, health, etc.) (0–10) 


Self-care 


Relaxation practice 


Type: Minutes: 


Physical activity 


Regular meals 
Recommended servings 


Whole grains ____ ounces 


depend on individual needs. Vegetables ____ cups 
See ChooseMyPlate.gov to 
personalize your plan. Fruits ____ cups 


Low-fat milk ____ cups 


Lean proteins ____ ounces 


Water 8 cups 


Affrmations 


Notes and observations 


Review your log entries. Do you notice any patterns emerging? What steps can you take to address them? 





		Relaxation practice: Off

		Physical activity: Off

		Regular meals: Off








Welcome to “Stress Less and Thrive.” 
Over the next 4 weeks, you’ll be introduced to some tools as we work together. This packet includes all 
the handouts and homework that will be assigned or reviewed during the program. 


Your packet starts and ends with the same handout, Stress Less and Thrive Questionnaire. Please gauge 
your current skills and complete it before the first session. Then go back to the document at the program 
end and answer the questions again. We’ve found it helps participants to see where they were when 
getting started and where they’re landing at the end of the program. Your facilitator may also ask the 
survey questions during the first and final sessions.


It can be helpful for you to review these items before a session:


• Session 1 — the Wellness Wheel and Stress Logs.


• Session 2 —  online articles about taking control of your emotional intelligence and about managing 
your emotions. 


• Session 3 — My Personal Values Assessment, Personal Journal, and online article about knowing your 
core values.


• Session 4 — Strengths Assessment and Characteristics of Successful Changers. 


If you need to reach your facilitator or our team, feel free to call us at 503-286-6816 or 1-866-301-3866, 
option 2.


Thanks for joining “Stress Less and Thrive!” 


Health Coach Team 
Health Engagement and Wellness Services 
Kaiser Permanente Northwest
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https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/modern-mentality/201802/10-tips-help-you-take-control-your-emotions

https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/blamestorming/201708/how-manage-your-emotions

https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/blamestorming/201708/how-manage-your-emotions

https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/changepower/201811/9-surprising-superpowers-knowing-your-core-values

https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/changepower/201811/9-surprising-superpowers-knowing-your-core-values





